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Here’s a bunch of testimonials to help you understand what it’s like working 
with Paul.  

We know that these can be useful when you’re marketing/publicising an event – 
or for backup when you’re providing pre-purchase information for colleagues. 
Please feel free to share them. 

If you’d like more testimonials, please get in touch. 

TESTIMONIALS 
 

“I saw Paul speak tonight and he was superb. He clearly knows his stuff inside out 
and I would recommend him unreservedly based on my personal experience of 
how he delivers his knowledge.”  
Rory Murray | Delivery, Operations & Strategy Specialist (EMEA) | National Grid  

 “Just wanted to say how much I enjoyed your session last week and to 
compliment you on your excellent facilitation. It demonstrated what I have 
sometimes thought but found hard to articulate – it is the space between words 
that actually creates meaning – not the ‘absolute’ meaning of a word. Letting us 
roam freely and then having the dexterity to bring back some focus was truly 
admirable. Difficult concept to sell of course – most business managers would 
roll their eyes, but in fact would all benefit from just such musing, from time to 
time.”  
Karen Maxwell | Leadership & OD Consultant | KMC Ltd  

“His message has clarity. Paul takes a very no-nonsense approach and explains 
complex ideas with ease. His talks inspire and invigorate the audience, 
encouraging L&D towards accuracy, transparency and true collaboration.”  
Samina Anwar, Head of Learning & Development Programmes 

“Many thanks for presenting such an interesting and thoughtful webinar. We had 
positive comments and questions coming in throughout the session, and it was 
clear that everyone was fully engaged.” 
Rod Jones, Content Manager at The Institute of Leadership and Management 

“Paul is an excellent speaker.  He carries a powerful message and dedicates his 
work to encourage individuals and organisations to drill down into the detail; 
establishing whether learning in the organisation, has indeed taken place and 
worked!” 



“Very practical application of learning techniques and theories. Paul is very 
engaging, he speaks with knowledge, expertise and clarity.” 

“Having been able to see Paul speak at events and conferences such as Learning 
Technologies and the Charity Learning Consortium I can confirm that Paul has a 
unique ability to challenge the norm and to change the mindset of learning and 
development professionals. He suggests ways in which the profession can really 
drive success in business through a coherent strategy.” 
Matt Davis, OD Advisor at University of Liverpool 

“Great presentation. Really interactive which answered specific 'slightly' off topic 
questions. Engaging presenter. Really opens up thinking about what else we 
need to do around current teams agenda.” 

"He is evidently a very intelligent man and has thought about it. His talk made 
sense, backed by a lot of research and was really good - unlike a lot of the other 
snake oil presentations I saw" 

“A good mix of real-world application and the research that supports the 
approach.” 

“A very engaging presentation with insightful expertise. Thanks Paul!” 

“Amazingly insightful session! The elephant and donkey analogies were so 
relevant.” 

“Enjoyed this session. Informative and entertaining. It left me with lots to think 
about...” 

“Get Paul Matthews for more presentations. He was EXCELLENT!! Provided 
information we need to be able to explain to our stakeholders before embarking 
on any training plan development.” 

“I enjoyed this a lot and found some great takeaways. I think Paul has a lot of 
knowledge and research to share and I would like to hear more from him.” 

“I loved this presentation! This was the most valuable presentation I've seen 
during Peak 18 and I intend to look into reading the books. Thank you!!!” 

“Love the visuals and the content spoke to me.” 

“Paul is a class act, always talks sense and articulates in a simple understandable 
way.” 

“The old elephant in the room still haunts us. I like how Paul led off with that 
familiar symbolism. Brings everything together for me.” 



 

GET IN TOUCH 
 

Paul Matthews is a renowned authority in the Learning and Development space. 
Whether you want to call on his knowledge and expertise as a skilled keynote 
speaker, as a consultant or to run a workshop, he’d love to hear from you. 

To book Paul for your forthcoming event, enquire about his availability or arrange 
an informal chat about any of his services, get in touch today. 

+44(0) 1908 325 167 
 

hello@paul-matthews.com 
 

 


